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WebNMS 
Cell Tower Manager

The bottom line of Remote Monitoring Solution (RMS) is that telecom service providers 
can gain visibility into tower performance, transforming the way in which they operate by 
reducing operating expenditure and keeping profits up.  Sensors mounted anywhere 
from door, fuel tank, to camera - collect and transmit real-time data to the central 
management system, giving operators a complete picture of their current operational 
condition.

With WebNMS Cell Tower Manager (CTM), you can do the following: 

          Maintain Service Level Agreements(SLAs) with minimal capital expenditure 

          Ensure smooth operations of  asset-intensive  remote sites

          Monitor fuel filling and avert fuel pilferage

          Cut opex to remain competitive

          Reduce environmental damage by cutting down carbon emissions 

WebNMS  Cell Tower Manager Features

Asset Management                 Alarm Management                  Fuel Management 

Predictive Maintenance          Workforce Management

WebNMS Simplifies Remote Site Monitoring 

The real value of IoT for the telecom service industry is in gaining real-time insight into 
key operations and asset performance indicators.  WebNMS Cell Tower Manager offers 
a turn –key solution for remote monitoring of cell tower sites located in widely distributed 
geographical area.  It’s holistic solution that enables remote site management, energy 
efficiency, maintenance, and security of the entire site.
  
WebNMS CTM provides a proactive approach in managing the infrastructure by 
leveraging remote site intelligence that allows operators to anticipate, identify, and 
mitigate issues faster
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Smart workforce and connected logistics

Telecom service providers maintaining 120,000 telecom tower sites would typically 
require more than 1000 technicians field force to meet the Service Level Agreements 
(SLAs). WebNMS CTM app brings in transparency within the supply chain and streamlines 
the workforce.
 
When a remote cell site goes down, the field technicians will receive an emergency alert 
with details on device glitches, troubleshooting chores and accurate information on site 
location.  By implementing WebNMS CTM, telecom service providers can save 30% in 
maintenance and 20% of fuel costs on an average.   

Power Management
 
Cell tower sites rely on three major power sources: an often undependable grid, diesel 
generator, and battery bank (solar/wind power in few cases). With RMS, operators can 
swap between power sources and they can remotely switch to battery backup when the 
grid goes down thus optimizing battery lifetime.

The solution also enables telecom operators to obtain the information required for 
strategic planning. For instance, detailed reports on power consumption of devices and 
outages facilitate operators to plan additional load requirements. WebNMS CTM also 
integrates temperature sensors with the cooling system that helps to maintain optimum 
temperature within the cell tower room and thus reducing cooling costs. 

Monitoring asset conditions

As cell towers operate in remote conditions with capital-intensive fixed assets, asset 
underutilization poses a threat of loss for companies in terms of downtime.   Obliviously, it 
is vital to monitor real-time health of assets to predict maintenance need and to identify 
the underperforming assets.  For instance, the quality of power generated by the diesel 
generator is ascertained ( in kWh) to define generator runtime and to measure the cost per 
kwh, enabling telecom operators to classify genset for replacement.  
WebNMS CTM allows operators to create custom views through custom dashboard 
feature. Wherein, a user can create a custom view of the status of all the assets at a 
particular cell tower site.



List of sensors

SENSOR

Fuel sensor

Motion detector

Door sensor

Fire sensor

Leakage sensor

Temperature sensor

Vibration sensor

AC/DC current sensor 

CAPABILITY

Tracks fuel level and detects pilferage

Identifies  unauthorized movement  in site

Restricts authorized access into the cell tower site

Alerts during smoke/ fire 

Detects liquid or fuel leaks

Maintains cell tower site at optimum temperature

Detects tampering of devices

Determines the quality of power generated



Unified Site Dashboard



Why WebNMS for Tower Management?

IoT deployments are extremely complex involving massive number of sites to be 
monitored and connecting a mix of devices, networks, and applications.  The out of the 
box RMS functionality from WebNMS enables a simplified implementation and minimizes 
the time required for configuration.

 

Market Leader in Telecom Network Management

 The WebNMS Framework has become the preferred Element Management System (EMS) 
and Network Management System (NMS) framework provider with more than 25,000 
deployments worldwide, and in every Tier 1 Carrier in the world.  The framework enables 
network equipment providers and service providers to cost-effectively build highly 
customizable EMS and NMS solutions that dramatically cuts development time while 
meeting carrier-grade network requirements.
 
Backed by deep expertise, highly extensible IoT Platform, and broad ecosystem of 
partners, WebNMS functionality plays a key role in providing end-to-end cell tower 
monitoring solution. 

Start your IoT Journey 
To find out more about WebNMS  IoT  solutions,  
visit www.webnms.com/iot or email  iot-sales@webnms.com


